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NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR THE VALIDITY
OF THE DISCRETE MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE ∗
TOMÁŠ VEJCHODSKÝ†
Abstract. In this contribution we present a necessary and sufficient condition for the validity of
the discrete maximum principle for one-dimensional elliptic diffusion-convection-reaction problems
discretized by the finite element method. The condition limits the size of individual mesh elements.
This is an extraordinary result in this field, because similar mesh conditions known so far are sufficient
only.
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1. Introduction. Maximum principle is a fundamental property of many linear
and nonlinear second-order elliptic differential operators. The maximum principle
is used to prove uniqueness and various qualitative properties of solutions of corresponding partial differential equations. In addition, maximum principle reflects natural property of many real physical systems, namely the nonnegativity of naturally
nonnegative quantities like concentration, temperature, density, pressure, etc.
Natural question is, whether discretizations of these partial differential problems
posses the maximum principle property as well. We speak about the discrete maximum principle (DMP). It turns out that the usual numerical methods do not satisfy
the DMP in general. However, under special conditions or using various modifications,
the DMP can be guaranteed.
The first approaches studied the finite difference method [2, 3, 6, 7, 21]. Later, the
first DMP results in the context of the FEM appeared, see [1, 8, 16]. Modifications
of the standard finite element method such that the resulting approximate solutions
obey the maximum principle, are presented e.g. in [5, 26]. These approaches typically
lead to systems of nonlinear algebraic equations even for linear partial differential
problems. Recently, the problem of the DMP for the finite element method attracted
a lot of attention, see [4, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19] etc.
All of these results concern the lowest-order finite element method. The higherorder finite element methods are much more complicated and the DMP results are
limited, see [12, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Moreover, all these results provide only sufficient
conditions on the element shapes and sizes for the validity of the DMP.
In this contribution we present the first mesh condition for the DMP that is both
sufficient and necessary. We are able to find such a condition for the general nonsymmetric linear elliptic problem with general boundary conditions, which is again
unusual in the field of the DMP. On the other hand this result is limited to onedimensional problems only.
∗ This work was supported by Project No.: IAA100190803 of the Grant Agency of the Academy
of Sciences and by RVO 67985840.
† Institute of Mathematics, Academy of Sciences, Žitná 25, Prague 1, CZ-115 67, Czech Republic
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the onedimensional diffusion-convection-reaction problem with mixed boundary conditions
and its discretization by the finite element method. Section 3 defines the DMP and
provides a theorem the subsequent analysis is based on. Section 4 presents needed
results from the matrix theory and proves the fundamental statement about the
monotony of tridiagonal matrices. The main result – the sufficient and necessary
mesh condition for the DMP – is stated and proved in Section 5. The final Section 6
draws the conclusions.
2. The problem and its discretization. We concentrate on a general secondorder linear elliptic one-dimensional diffusion-convection-reaction problem with mixed
boundary conditions of Dirichlet and Newton (Robin) type:
−(Au0 )0 + bu0 + cu = f

in Ω,

(2.1)

u = gD

on ΓD ,

(2.2)

αu + Au n1D = gN

on ΓN ,

(2.3)

0

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to x ∈ Ω, the domain is an open
interval Ω = (a∂ , b∂ ), and ΓD , ΓN are empty, or one-point, or two-point subsets of
∂Ω = {a∂ , b∂ } such that ΓD ∪ ΓN = {a∂ , b∂ } and ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅. We use the special
symbol n1D to cover all four possible combinations of the subsets ΓD and ΓN by a
single notation. The meaning of this symbol is the following
n
−1 for x = a∂ ,
n1D (x) =
1 for x = b∂ .
The derivatives of u at the end-points of Ω are understood as onesided.
In order to introduce the weak formulation, we define the space V = {v ∈ H 1 (Ω) :
v = 0 on ΓD } and the lift geD of the Dirichlet data gD . This lift is an arbitrary function
geD ∈ H 1 (Ω) satisfying geD = gD on ΓD . The weak solution u ∈ H 1 (Ω) of problem
(2.1)–(2.3) is determined by the requirements u − geD ∈ V and
a(u, v) = F(v) ∀v ∈ V,
where the bilinear form a(·, ·) and the right-hand side functional F are
Z
Z
0 0
0
a(u, v) = (Au v + bu v + cuv) dx +
αuv ds,
ΓN
ZΩ
Z
F(v) =
f v dx +
gN v ds.
Ω

(2.4)

(2.5)
(2.6)

ΓN

We recall that the integral over a finite point-set is defined as a sum. Hence, for
example if ΓN = {a∂ , b∂ } then
Z
gN v ds = gN (a∂ )v(a∂ ) + gN (b∂ )v(b∂ ).
ΓN

Integral over an empty set is understood as zero.
To ensure the correctness of the above weak setting and also the unique solvability
of the weak formulation, we assume that A, c ∈ L∞ (Ω), b ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω), f ∈ L2 (Ω),
and
A ≥ λmin > 0 in Ω,

1
c − b0 ≥ 0 in Ω,
2

1
α + bn1D ≥ 0 on ΓN .
2

(2.7)
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We also assume that at least one of the following conditions is satisfied: (a) ΓD is
nonempty, (b) there exists a constant c0 and an open interval B ⊂ Ω such that
c − 21 b0 ≥ c0 > 0 a.e. in B, (c) the inequality α + 12 bn1D > 0 holds for at least one
point of ΓN . In that case, the bilinear form a is V -elliptic, namely there exists a
constant C > 0 such that a(v, v) ≥ Ckvk2V for all v ∈ V .
To introduce the finite element solution of problem (2.4), we consider a partition
a∂ = x0 < x1 < · · · < xM −1 < xM = b∂ of the interval Ω and define the finite
elements Kk = [xk−1 , xk ], k = 1, 2, . . . , M , with hk = xk − xk−1 . The finite element
solution uh lies in the space of continuous and piecewise linear functions Xh = {vh ∈
H 1 (Ω) : vh |Ki ∈ P1 (Ki ), i = 1, 2, . . . , M }, where P1 (Ki ) stands for the space of linear
functions in the interval Ki . The Dirichlet boundary conditions are represented by
a subspace Vh ⊂ Xh which contains functions vanishing on ΓD , i.e. Vh = Xh ∩ V .
It is natural to define the approximate Dirichlet lift geD,h ∈ Xh as a function which
vanishes at all interior nodes xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , M − 1, and on ΓN , and which is equal to
gD on ΓD . Thus, such a geD,h belongs to the complement Vh∂ of Vh in Xh (the space
Xh is a direct sum of the linear spaces Vh and Vh∂ , i.e. Xh = Vh ⊕ Vh∂ ).
The general finite element formulation reads: find uh ∈ Xh such that uh =
u0h + geD,h and u0h ∈ Vh satisfies
a(u0h , vh ) = F(vh ) − a(gD,h , vh ) ∀vh ∈ Vh ,

(2.8)

where a and F are given by (2.5)–(2.6).
We introduce the standard finite element basis functions ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . , ϕN of Vh and
ϕ∂1 , . . . , ϕ∂N ∂ of Vh∂ . Note that the only possible values for N ∂ in one dimension are
0, 1, and 2. In case N ∂ = 0 there are no Dirichlet boundary conditions and the space
Vh∂ = {0} is trivial.
We express the finite element solution as
uh =

u0h

+ geD,h =

N
X

∂

yj ϕj +

j=1

N
X

y`∂ ϕ∂` .

(2.9)

`=1

The expansion coefficients yi , i = 1, 2, . . . , N and y`∂ , ` = 1, . . . , N ∂ , are determined
by the linear algebraic system






F
y
A A∂
Ay = F , where A =
, y=
, F =
,
0 I
y∂
F∂
∂

the entries of the vectors y ∈ RN and y ∂ ∈ RN are formed by the expansion coeffi∂
cients yi and y`∂ and the entries of matrices A ∈ RN ×N , A∂ ∈ RN ×N , and of vector
N
∂
∂
F ∈ R are given by Aij = a(ϕj , ϕi ), Ai` = a(ϕ` , ϕi ), Fi = F(ϕi ), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
∂
` = 1, . . . , N ∂ . The entries of the vector F ∂ ∈ RN are given by the values of gD,h at
the corresponding end-points of Ω.
3. The discrete maximum principle. The standard maximum principle for
the differential operator on the left-hand side of problem (2.1)–(2.3) is equivalent to
the following conservation of nonnegativity:
f ≥ 0, gD ≥ 0, gN ≥ 0

⇒

u ≥ 0.

This property can be naturally formulated in the discrete setting as
f ≥ 0, gD ≥ 0, gN ≥ 0

⇒

uh ≥ 0

(3.1)
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and we will call it the discrete maximum principle (DMP). To be more precise, if
the finite element space Xh = Vh ⊕ Vh∂ is fixed (consequently the mesh is fixed) then
the discretization (2.8) satisfies the DMP if the implication (3.1) holds true for all
right-hand side data f ∈ L2 (Ω), gD , and gN .
The following theorem is crucial for the subsequent analysis. Its variant for the
finite difference method, can be found already in [6]. We note that the inequalities
between matrices and vectors are understood entrywise, i.e. the statement A−1 ≥ 0
means that all entries of the matrix A−1 are nonnegative.
Theorem 3.1. Discretization (2.8) satisfies the DMP if and only if
A−1 ≥ 0

and

− A−1 A∂ ≥ 0.

(3.2)

Proof. First, let us assume that (3.2) holds true. If f ≥ 0, gD ≥ 0, and gN ≥ 0 then
clearly the entries of vectors F and F ∂ are nonnegative, because of the nonnegativity
of the standard finite element basis functions. Now, we observe that

 −1
−1
A
−A−1 A∂
.
A =
0
I
−1

−1

Thus, A ≥ 0 and the vector y = A F has nonnegative entries only. From the
expansion (2.9) we conclude that uh ≥ 0 and, hence, the DMP is satisfied.
To prove the converse implication, let us assume that the DMP is satisfied. Observe that the validity of conditions (3.2) is equivalent to the statement that the solution y of the linear system Ay = F is nonnegative for all vectors F ≥ 0. Therefore,
we consider arbitrary vectors F ≥ 0 and F ∂ ≥ 0 and construct suitable nonnegative
right-hand side data f , gD , and gN corresponding to these vectors. Let us define the
values of gD to coincide with the corresponding values of F ∂ . Trivially, gD ≥ 0. Now,
let us assume that there exists f ∈ L2 (Ω) such that
Z
f ≥ 0 and
f ϕi dx = Fi , i = 1, 2, . . . , N.
(3.3)
Ω

Taking gN = 0 we can use the DMP to infer that uh ≥ 0. Due to (2.9) and due to
the standard properties of the finite element basis functions, we conclude that y ≥ 0,
which we wanted to prove.
However, if the function f ∈ L2 (Ω) with properties (3.3) does not exist, then
ε
2
ε
ε
we can consider
R an approximation f ∈ L (Ω), f ≥ 0, such that |Fi − Fi | ≤ ε,
where Fiε = Ω f  ϕi dx, i = 1, 2, . . . , N . As above, the solution y ε of the linear
ε
ε
system Ay ε = F , where F = (F ε , F ∂ )> , is nonnegative due to the DMP. Since y ε
converges to y as ε → 0, we conclude that y ≥ 0.
4. Selected results from the matrix theory. Theorem 3.1 shows that the
analysis of the DMP is based on the nonnegative and monotone matrices. We recall
that a real square matrix A ∈ RN ×N is said to be monotone if it is nonsingular
and A−1 ≥ 0. Further, we introduce a special notation for the off-diagonal part of
a matrix. The off-diagonal part of A ∈ RN ×N is a matrix B ∈ RN ×N with entries
Bii = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , N and Bij = Aij for i 6= j, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N . We denote
the off-diagonal part of A by off-diag(A). Finally, we say that a matrix A ∈ RN ×N is
positive definite if it satisfies x> Ax > 0 for all x ∈ RN , x 6= 0.
For the DMP, the crucial class of matices are the M-matrices. A matrix A ∈
RN ×N is said to be M-matrix if off-diag(A) ≤ 0 and if it is nonsingular and A−1 ≥ 0.
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Clearly, M-matrices form a subclass of the monotone matrices. Their significance for
the DMP stems from the following well-known theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let a matrix A ∈ RN ×N be positive definite and let off-diag(A) ≤
0. Then A is M-matrix, i.e. A−1 ≥ 0.
Proof. Using Lemma 4.2 below, it follows from [10, Thm. 5.1, p. 114].
Let us note that Theorem 4.1 is a generalization of the well-known result of Varga
[20, p. 85] to nonsymmetric matrices.
In the special case of tridiagonal matrices, we can prove even the equivalence in
Theorem 4.1. This equivalence is proved in Lemma 4.3 below, but first we introduce
Lemma 4.2 which summarizes important facts about the nonsymmetric and positive
definite matrices. Although these facts are quite well known and they (or their modifications) can be found for example in [10], we present their proof for the reader’s
convenience. Further, let us recall a few definitions. Formally, we say that a matrix
A ∈ RN ×N is tridiagonal if all its entries Aij with |i − j| ≥ 2 vanish. We also remind
that having a nonempty subset of indices M ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N } then a principal submatrix A(M, M ) of a square matrix A ∈ RN ×N contains only entries Aij with i ∈ M
and j ∈ M . The determinant of A(M, M ) is called the principal minor of A.
Lemma 4.2. Let a matrix A ∈ RN ×N be positive definite. Then
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

A is nonsingular,
any real eigenvalue of A is positive,
det A > 0,
all principal minors of A are positive,
all principal minors of A−> are positive.

Proof. (a) If A was singular then there would exist a vector x ∈ RN , x 6= 0 such
that Ax = 0. Thus, x> Ax = 0 contradicts the assumption of the lemma.
(b) Let us consider λ ∈ R, x ∈ RN , x 6= 0 such that Ax = λx. Then 0 < x> Ax =
λx> x. Since x> x > 0, we conclude that λ > 0.
(c) Let λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λN be all eigenvalues of A, (some of them may coincide, depending
on their multiplicity). If the eigenvalue λi , i = 1, 2, . . . , N , is real, then λi > 0
by the property (b). The complex eigenvalues appear in pairs with their complex
conjugate, i.e. if λi is complex then there exists j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } such that λj = λi .
Hence, λi λj ≥ 0. Since det A = λ1 λ2 . . . λN , we obtain det A ≥ 0 and by (a) we have
det A > 0.
(d) Let ∅ =
6 M ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N }, let #M be the number of elements of M , let x(M ) ∈
R#M be arbitrary nonzero vector, and let x ∈ RN be the vector x(M ) augmented
by zeros, i.e. its entries xi , i ∈ M coincide with entries of x(M ) and its other entries
are zero. Clearly, x is nonzero and 0 < x> Ax = x(M )> A(M, M )x(M ). Thus,
the principal submatrix A(M, M ) has the same positive definiteness property as the
matrix A and all statements (a)–(c) apply to A(M, M ) as well.
(e) Let y ∈ RN , y 6= 0 be arbitrary. Then y > A−> y = y > A−> AA−1 y = x> Ax > 0,
where x = A−1 y 6= 0. Thus, we can use the statement (d) for A−> .
Lemma 4.3. Let a matrix A ∈ RN ×N be tridiagonal and positive definite. Then
A is monotone if and only if off-diag(A) ≤ 0.
Proof. First, consider the case off-diag(A) ≤ 0. By Theorem 4.1 the matrix A is
M-matrix and hence monotone.
To prove the converse implication, we introduce the following notation for the
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entries of the tridiagonal matrix A

a1

 c1
A=


0

b1
a2
..
.



0
..
..

.

.
cN −1

bN −1
aN



.



The minor Ci,i+1 of the entry Ai,i+1 = bi can be expressed as

0

..

Li−1
.


b
i−1

ci
bi+1
...
Ci,i+1 = det 
 0 ... 0

0


..

.
Ri+2
0







0 
,





where


a1

b1


 c1
Li−1 = 



a2
..
.


..

.

..

.

ci−2

bi−2
ai−1





,



ai+2

bi+2


 ci+2
Ri+2 = 



ai+3
..
.


..
..

.

.
cN −1

bN −1
aN



.



Expanding the determinant Ci,i+1 with respect to its i-th row gives


Li−1
0
Ci,i+1 = ci det
− bi+1 det D,
0
Ri+2
where






D=
 0





Li−1
...



0
..
.
0

bi−1
0
0
..
.

bi+2

...
Ri+3






0 
.





0
The first i columns of D are linearly dependent, because they have nonzero entries in
the first i − 1 positions only. Therefore, det D = 0.
Thus, if A is monotone then A−1 ≥ 0, the entry (A−1 )i+1,i of A−1 is nonnegative
and we have


Ci,i+1
ci
Li−1
0
−1
=−
det
.
0 ≤ (A )i+1,i = −
0
Ri+2
det A
det A
By Lemma 4.2 the determinants of A and of its principal submatrices Li−1 and Ri+2
are positive and, thus, ci ≤ 0. Similar analysis of the minor Ci+1,i of the entry Ai+1,i
shows that bi ≤ 0.
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5. Mesh conditions for the discrete maximum principle. In this section,
we formulate the sufficient and necessary mesh condition for the validity of the DMP.
We will use the notation introduced in Section 3. However, it is advantageous to
denote the standard finite-element basis functions also in another way. The basis
function corresponding to the node xk of the mesh is denoted ϕ̄k , k = 0, 1, . . . , M .
Clearly, ϕ̄k (xj ) = δkj , k, j = 0, 1, . . . , M , where δkj stands for Kronecker’s tensor.
The sufficient and necessary mesh condition for the validity of the DMP is formulated
in terms of the following constants on each element Kk , k = 1, 2, . . . , M :
Z
1
A(x) dx,
(5.1)
Ak =
hk Kk
R
Z
b(x)ϕ̄k−1 (x) dx
2
Kk
R
bL
=
=
b(x)ϕ̄k−1 (x) dx,
(5.2)
k
hk Kk
ϕ̄
(x) dx
Kk k−1
R
Z
b(x)ϕ̄k (x) dx
2
R
b(x)ϕ̄k (x) dx,
(5.3)
bk = KRk
=
hk Kk
ϕ̄ (x) dx
Kk k
R
Z
c(x)ϕ̄k−1 (x)ϕ̄k (x) dx
6
ck = KRk
=
c(x)ϕ̄k−1 (x)ϕ̄k (x) dx.
(5.4)
hk Kk
ϕ̄
(x)ϕ̄k (x) dx
Kk k−1
Notice that we utilized the facts that
Z
hk
and
ϕ̄k−1 (x)ϕ̄k (x) dx =
6
Kk

Z

Z
ϕ̄k−1 (x) dx =

Kk

ϕ̄k (x) dx =
Kk

hk
.
2

Notice also, that if the coefficients A, b, and c are piecewise constant with respect to
R
the considered partition then Ak , bL
k = bk , and ck equal to the constant values of the
respective coefficients on the element Kk .
The constants (5.1)–(5.4) can be used to express the integrals needed for evaluation of the entries of the matrices off-diag(A) and A∂ :
Z
Z
bR
Ak
A(x)ϕ̄0k−1 (x)ϕ̄0k (x) dx = −
,
b(x)ϕ̄0k−1 (x)ϕ̄k (x) dx = − k ,
hk
2
Kk
Kk
Z
Z
L
b
hk
b(x)ϕ̄0k (x)ϕ̄k−1 (x) dx = k .
c(x)ϕ̄k−1 (x)ϕ̄k (x) dx = ck ,
6
2
Kk
Kk
Consequently,
a(ϕ̄k , ϕ̄k−1 ) = −

Ak
bL
hk
+ k + ck ,
hk
2
6

a(ϕ̄k−1 , ϕ̄k ) = −

Ak
bR
hk
− k + ck .
hk
2
6

(5.5)

We clearly see that both a(ϕ̄k , ϕ̄k−1 ) and a(ϕ̄k−1 , ϕ̄k ) are nonpositive if and only if
R
ck h2k + 3hk max{bL
k , −bk } ≤ 6Ak .

This is the sufficient and necessary mesh condition for the validity of the DMP. The
precise statement is formulated in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let the coefficients of problem (2.1)–(2.3) satisfy (2.7) and let the
bilinear form (2.5) be V -elliptic. Then the lowest-order finite element discretization
(2.8) satisfies the discrete maximum principle if and only if the condition
R
ck h2k + 3hk max{bL
k , −bk } ≤ 6Ak

(5.6)
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holds for all k = 1, 2, . . . , M .
Proof. Let ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . , ϕN be the finite element basis functions in Vh , see Section 2.
Then the stiffness matrix A ∈ RN ×N has entries Aij = a(ϕj , ϕi ), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N .
Since the bilinear form (2.5) is V elliptic, the stiffness matrix is positive definite. In
addition, the matrix A∂ has the following form provided both end-points a∂ , b∂ are
on ΓD
A∂ =



a(ϕ̄1 , ϕ̄0 ) 0
0
...

...
0

0
a(ϕ̄M , ϕ̄M −1 )

>

∈ RN ×2 .

(5.7)

If the end-point a∂ or b∂ (or both) is not on ΓD then the corresponding row is missing
in A∂ .
Hence, if condition (5.6) holds for all k = 1, 2, . . . , M and if we recall that the offdiagonal entries of A are given by (5.5), then clearly off-diag(A) ≤ 0. Thus, A−1 ≥ 0
by Theorem 4.1. Furthermore, condition (5.6) is satisfied also for elements adjacent
to ΓD (for k = 1 and/or k = M ) and, therefore, A∂ ≤ 0. Thus, Theorem 3.1 yields
the DMP.
Now, we prove the converse implication. Assuming the validity of the DMP,
Theorem 3.1 implies A−1 ≥ 0 and −A−1 A∂ ≥ 0. Since the stiffness matrix A is
tridiagonal and positive definite, we conclude by Lemma 4.3 that off-diag(A) ≤ 0.
The nonpositivity of the off-diagonal entries of A yields the validity of the condition
(5.6) at least for k = 2, 3, . . . , M − 1. If a∂ 6∈ ΓD then ϕ̄0 is in Vh and condition (5.6)
holds also for k = 1. Similarly, if b∂ 6∈ ΓD then (5.6) holds also for k = M .
However, if a∂ ∈ ΓD then 0 ≤ (−A−1 A∂ )11 = −(A−1 )11 a(ϕ̄0 , ϕ̄1 ), where we
use the special structure (5.7) of A∂ . Since (A−1 )11 > 0 (see Lemma 4.2), we obtain
a(ϕ̄0 , ϕ̄1 ) ≤ 0 and consequently, the validity of the condition (5.6) for k = 1. Similarly,
if b∂ ∈ ΓD we obtain (5.6) for k = M .
Theorem 5.1 presents the complete characterization of the DMP for linear elliptic
problems in one dimension discretized by the lowest-order finite element method. For
given coefficients A, b, and c, condition (5.6) determines the finite element meshes
yielding the DMP. Let us point out that this condition is universal for any type of
boundary conditions considered.
Practically, condition (5.6) enables to design sufficiently fine finite element meshes
such that the DMP is satisfied. In addition, if the coefficients b and c are constant
(or piecewise constant), then condition (5.6) is trivial to check. However, we have
to admit, that condition (5.6) might be not practical to check in the case of general
variable coefficients b and c. In this case we can recommend to use the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let us assume the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1. If
ck = ess sup c(x)
x∈Kk

and

bk = ess sup |b(x)|,

k = 1, 2, . . . , M,

x∈Kk

then the lowest-order finite element discretization (2.8) satisfies the discrete maximum
principle provided the condition
ck h2k + 3hk bk ≤ 6Ak

(5.8)

holds for all k = 1, 2, . . . , M .
Proof. The statement follows immediately from Theorem 5.1, because ck ≤ ck
R
and max{bL
k , −bk } ≤ bk for all k = 1, 2, . . . , M .
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6. Conclusions. Theorem 5.1 states the main result of this paper. It is exceptional among the results about the DMP, because it provides an equivalent mesh
condition for the DMP. The usual results about the DMP provide sufficient conditions
only. In addition, condition (5.6) is very easy to verify, especially if the coefficients
A, b, and c are piecewise constant.
Theorem 5.1 enables to make several conclusions. For example, if the convection
and reaction coefficients b and c vanish, then condition (5.6) is automatically satisfied
and the DMP holds true on any mesh. If coefficients b or c are nonzero, then the
mesh must be sufficiently fine in order to satisfy the DMP. The bigger coefficients b or
c and the smaller A the finer mesh must be considered. Further interesting property
of the condition (5.6) is its locality. If the values of b or c are high with respect
to A in certain subdomain of Ω then the mesh must be correspondingly fine in this
subdomain. On the other hand, if b and c are small with respect to A elsewhere, then
the mesh can be coarse there.
Let us note that in case of vanishing coefficients b and c and piecewise constant
coefficient A, the finite element solution uh coincides with the exact solution u at
the nodal points xk , k = 0, 1, . . . , M . In that case the DMP is satisfied on arbitrary
meshes due to the validity of the maximum principle for the continuous problem
(2.1)–(2.3) and the analysis of the DMP based on M-matrices can be omitted.
In case of variable coefficients b and c, it might be impractical to calculate bL
k,
R
bk , and ck by (5.2)–(5.4). Then we recommend to use Lemma 5.2. However, the
condition (5.8) is no longer necessary.
The sufficient and necessary condition (5.6) completely characterizes the lowestorder finite element meshes yielding the DMP for the general one-dimensional linear
elliptic problem (2.1)–(2.3) with arbitrarily mixed boundary conditions of Dirichlet
and Newton (Robin) type. This is a special result for the one-dimensional setting.
The crucial feature is the tridiagonality of the corresponding stiffness matrix and the
usage of Lemma 4.3. Since the higher-dimensional problems do not yield tridiagonal
stiffness matrices, this result cannot be easily generalized to higher dimension. So far,
no sufficient and necessary mesh condition for the validity of the DMP for two (or
higher) dimensional problems is known.
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